Bragging Writes

We take pride in the things that Commonwealth Honors College students, faculty, and staff are doing. Read all about these things here!

CHC Professor Connolly Ryan Featured in The Recorder
Connolly Ryan, a poet and senior lecturer in Commonwealth Honors College, discussed his poem, "Of All The Worlds" in an interview with The Recorder. Ryan's poem explores both the... Read More

#Welcome to the Class of 2020
On Friday, September 2, Commonwealth Honors College welcomed its six hundred members of the Class of 2020. The new arrivals moved into campus housing, many of them into the Honors... Read More

Local Foundations Fund Student Scholarships
Two local foundations, the Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts and the Irene E. & George A. Davis Foundation, are providing scholarships for honors students... Read More
Gretchen Gerzina RedisCOVERS NOvelist
Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina, dean of Commonwealth Honors College, professor of English and Paul Murray Kendall Chair in Biography, authored an article in The Conversation about... Read More

The Essence of Excellence
Serena Pang was selected as this year's student speaker for the Celebration of Excellence. Pang has completed two majors: the first in the neuroscience track of psychology, and... Read More

Gazette Features CHC Student Kevin Harrington
Kevin Harrington, a CHC senior studying astronomy, psychology and afro-american studies, was featured on the front page of the Daily Hampshire Gazette for his discovery of eight... Read More

Phi Kappa Phi Inducts New Students
Distinguished faculty, students, and their guests gathered in the Student Union Ballroom on April 10 for the initiation of new members into the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi.... Read More
First UMass Student to Win Beinecke Award
Haley Schilling is the first University of Massachusetts student to be awarded a prestigious Beinecke Scholarship. The scholarship supports highly motivated college juniors... Read More

CHCRC Receives AIA Housing Award
The Commonwealth Honors College Residential Complex at the University of Massachusetts Amherst has been awarded a 2016 American Institute of Architects Housing Award. Originally... Read More

CHC Student Kevin Harrington Helps Discover Eight New Galaxies
Commonwealth Honors College senior Kevin Harrington has helped discover eight new galaxies that are among the brightest in the universe. Harrington is the lead author of the paper... Read More

Events This Way
Mayank Kumar ’18 and Vineet Yagnik ’18 were hanging out in their room on the sixth floor of Oak Hall last spring when inspiration struck. “We should do something productive,”... Read More
#MyDayInCHC with Stephanie
CHC Photographer Stephanie Berenson took over our Instagram on April 21 to show us what a day in the life of a CHC senior is like.  

Good morning everyone!

Business Abroad
When thousands of students return to the UMass Amherst campus in January for the start of the spring semester, junior Bill Sennott was not among them. Instead, he was busy working...  

Students Shine At 22nd Annual #MassURC
Nearly 1,200 students from the Commonwealth’s public community colleges and state colleges and universities presented at the 22nd Annual Massachusetts Statewide Undergraduate...

Reading Wide Awake
The imaginative and sometimes upside-down worlds of the Cat in the Hat, the Sneetches, and the Grinch may have turned the world of children's literature on its head, according to...
Massachusetts Statewide Undergraduate Research Conference
Now in its 22nd year, the Annual Massachusetts Statewide Undergraduate research Conference will be held on Friday, April 22. From 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Campus Center,... Read More

#MyDayInCHC with Serena
On Friday, April 15, CHC photographer Serena Pang took over our Instagram to share her experience as a CHC student. Good morning, everyone! My name is Serena... Read More

Kevin Harrington Appears on "Mr. Universe"
Commonwealth Honors College student Kevin Harrington and Professor Min Yun appeared on local radio station WSRI's "Mr. Universe" show to discuss their most recent discovery of... Read More

Scholars, Alumni, and Donors
On Friday, April 15, the Commonwealth Honors College Events Hall filled with students, parents, and alumni for the college's annual Scholarship Awards Reception. CHC Dean... Read More
Analyzing Obama's Presidency

Michael Eric Dyson, professor of sociology at Georgetown University, spoke to the UMass community on Wednesday, April 13, regarding his new book, The Black Presidency: Barack... Read More
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